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Plan for the talk

• Initial discussion of challenges novice teachers face in 
preservice education with regard to structuring lessons

• Reflections on PPP (presentation-practice-production)

• My research into changing textbook structure

• CAP as simple starting point (useful at ‘novice’1 stage)

• TATE as more complex, flexible framework (at ‘competent’
1 stage)

• Eclecticism kicks in at ‘proficient’ 1 stage (incl., e.g., TBLT, 
project-based, text-based and ESP foci)

1. Dreyfus and Dreyfus model of skill learning (1986).
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A. What lesson planning frameworks do you introduce on 
pre-service programs? What about early in-service?

B. What dilemmas do you face when making this choice?

Two key dilemmas with regard to scaffolding learning:

1. Avoiding over-confusing novice teachers with too many 
frameworks / too much choice.

2. The challenges of reconciling the need for responsive 
teaching with the need (often voiced by novice teachers) 
to be prepared.

PPP? TBLT? 
ESA? TTT? 

Help!

How do I prepare 
for responsive 

teaching? What if I 
don’t have the 

knowledge?
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Too much choice for novice teachers?

• Receptive skills lessons (pre-text – during text – post text)

• PPP (presentation – practice – production)

• TBLT (e.g., pre-task – task – post-task)

• Test – Teach – Test

• Project-based learning

• Others (ESA; ARC; OHE, etc.1)

Ideally we want them to understand and be able to draw 
upon a variety, but it takes time to get there. 

Especially for initial lessons, they need more guidance.

1. For an introduction to all of these, see here.

https://speakinggames.wordpress.com/2015/07/20/three-is-the-magic-number-the-tefl-paradigms-quiz/
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Responsive approaches in pre-service contexts

A number of methodologists emphasise the importance of 
providing responsive instruction based primarily on research 
on grammar acquisition:

• Long’s ‘focus on form’ (1991)

• DOGME / teaching unplugged (Meddings & Thornbury, 
2009)

• Dealing with ‘emergent language’ (Andon & Norrington-
Davies, 2019)

All interesting and possible for proficient teachers, but how 
realistic are they for novice teachers?
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The prevalence of PPP

• Firstly, there’s nothing wrong with PPP (Anderson, 2016, 
2017a). Research evidence indicates it’s no less effective 
than TBLT (e.g., Li et al., 2016; Lu & Fan, 2021; Phuong et 
al., 2015). 

• But… does it really reflect how we structure learning and 
teach grammar today?

• Textbooks units don’t start with ‘presentation’. They tend 
to start with texts to provide…

• context… followed by… 

• analysis… and then… 

• practice.

• CAP.
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My research on how global coursebooks introduce 
new language

1986                                                         2000 2013

See Anderson (2017b) Context, analysis and practice.

http://www.jasonanderson.org.uk/downloads/Anderson_2017_Context_analysis_and_practice.pdf
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Four types of context identified

• Image-supported: learners use images alone or images and text to 
understand context (e.g. matching text to images, ordering images, 
etc.).

• Text-integrated: learners complete or manipulate text to raise 
awareness of new language (e.g. gapped text, sentence ordering 
activity, etc.).

• Extensive text: learners read or listen to complete texts (e.g. 
article, interview, etc. >100 words). New language is noticed and 
analysed. 

• No clear context: example sentences or very short dialogue (under 
30 words) without images or clear indication of where, when, why, 
or by whom text was produced.

See Anderson (2017b) Context, analysis and practice.

http://www.jasonanderson.org.uk/downloads/Anderson_2017_Context_analysis_and_practice.pdf
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Contexts for the introduction of new language in 
1st editions of ELT coursebooks

1986                                                            2000 2013

Image-supported

See Anderson (2017b) Context, analysis and practice.

http://www.jasonanderson.org.uk/downloads/Anderson_2017_Context_analysis_and_practice.pdf
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Context

Analysis

Practice

High Five by Roberta Revesz
© Eric Cohen Books

Note: p. 10 includes vocabulary analysis
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The CAP / CAPE model 

See Anderson (2017b) Context, analysis and practice.

http://www.jasonanderson.org.uk/downloads/Anderson_2017_Context_analysis_and_practice.pdf
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From Anderson, J. (2017c) The Trinity CertTESOL Companion 

3 ‘lesson skeletons’ using CAP

https://www.deltapublishing.co.uk/book/trinity-certtesol-companion-9783125016835/?page_id=1
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Insights Stage 1 by Naomi Loney
© Eric Cohen Books

Context

Analysis Practice

Analysis
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Advantages of CAP as a starting model

1. It’s simple and clear (directive, but with flexibility). 

2. It’s consistent with structure of most textbooks / units of 
study.

3. It prioritises context (PPP and TBLT models don’t).

4. It makes for ‘rounded’ lessons. 

5. It’s an integrated-skills model: 

receptive –> analysis –> productive.

6. It’s useful for pre-service observations/supervisions – can 
tick all the boxes in one lesson.
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Moving from directive to responsive frameworks

Three key issues with CAP:

• Units are usually longer than one lesson.

• CAP doesn’t provide clear opportunity for teachers to respond 
to learning: How do we deal with ‘emergent language’, 
encourage focus-on-form, differentiated instruction?

• ‘Practice’ is problematic. Do we want them simply to practice 
a structure (less meaningful) or to use language meaningfully 
and communicatively.
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TATE framework (Anderson, 2020a, 2020b)

A hybrid (‘task-supported/based’) framework that:
• recognises longer units of work (including 

thematic units and project-based learning)
• provides a scaffold to help novice teachers move 

from pre-task analysis to post-task analysis 
(‘exploration’)

• is capable of facilitating both explicit and implicit 
learning (without compromising on either) and 
flexible form focus within constraints of typical 
curricula and coursebooks

• can be responsive to content focus, instructional 
constraints, learners’ needs and teacher 
preferences

• can be introduced at late pre-service or early in-
service stages
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TATE framework (Anderson, 2020a, 2020b)
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Beyond TATE

• As teachers gain expertise the need for frameworks is 
often replaced by a more instinctual, flexible approach, 
and principled eclecticism. 

• TBLT, project-based learning, text-based learning and ESP 
frameworks more likely to be of use. 

• See: Ur’s “mix and match” (2011, p. 518). 
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Summary

• Novice teachers often need the support of lesson planning 
frameworks in pre-service education

• Two dilemmas educators face in scaffolding learning for 
novice teachers are: a) not confusing them with too many 
frameworks; b) challenges of responsive form focus

Thus, I argue for a gradually scaffolded approach: 

• Start with simple framework that allows them to plan for 
language analysis (CAP more appropriate than PPP) 

• Introduce flexible framework (e.g. TATE) that allows them 
to shift gradually to an increased emphasis on responsive 
language analysis/form focus

• As they gain competence, eclecticism likely to take over
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